
 

 

 
 

1Camera, Off the Fence and Continental AG are the big winners of the 2022 edition 
 

Cannes, October 19th, 2022. For the 13th edition of the Cannes Corporate Media & TV Awards, the competition 
welcomed around 800 submissions from over 40 countries. Among them, 197 corporate and documentary 
productions were nominated as finalists and from this selection, 129 entries receive a coveted Dolphin Trophy. 
 
Two Grand Prix Winners 
For the first time in the history of the Cannes Corporate Media & TV Awards, two Grand Prix – White Dolphins - 
have been awarded: one for the “Best Corporate Media” and one for the “Best Documentary”. The Grand Prix for 
Corporate Media goes to 1Camera from the Netherlands for the film “Sustainable living, together. The Achmea 
way”. “Exciting storytelling, combined with a driving game of time and numbers.”, the jury stated. Equally 
successful was the production company behind the Grand Prix winning documentary film "Going Circular", 
Bristol-based Off the Fence. The company’s production about circular economy was recognized as 
“[r]evolutionary” by our jury that stated, “The importance of the subject and the visual and narrative treatment 
make this work a remarkable film!” 
 
Best Production Company and Best Company of the Year – the Blue Dolphin Winners 
Off the Fence from the UK is not only the winner of the White Dolphin for the “Best Documentary”, but also 
received the Blue Dolphin for the “Production Company of the Year”. The second Blue Dolphin for the “Company 
of the Year” went to Continental AG. The production “Mobility. Our Heartbeat for 150 Years.” received the 
incredible number of six Silver Dolphins in the categories “Corporate Videos,” “Integrated Communication” and 
“Social Media Videos”, to name a few. 
 
A Broad Panel of International Submissions 
Submissions from the UK by BCG, Brave Spark Creative Studio, Casual Films, Ekstasy Ltd, NHS, Raw London, RD 
Content, Shell International Ltd and Twist And Shout Communications, just to name a few, were very highly 
represented among this year’s winners. Additionally, production companies, such as Artificial Craft (HU), Bleck 
Media (NL), Bocek vGmbH (IT), Headspin Productions (NO), M2 Film (DK), Thomas Fink (DK) and Unlimited Creativity 
(GR) have been awarded with Dolphin Trophies and Finalist Certificates. 
Moreover, various winners from all around the world including Ashi Films from Japan, What If Creative Studio from 
the United Arab Emirates as well as Al Jazeera from Qatar are underlining the strong international participation of 
the 13th festival edition.   
 
Winner Diplomas 
Within the past 13 years, the Cannes Corporate winner diplomas turned into a desirable collector’s piece which 
annually gets a new and stunning design. As part of the cooperation with “der Graphischen”, a well-known 
Viennese art school, the unique diplomas, which are awarded together with the Dolphin Trophies, were selected 
in the frame of a design competition. 
 
For further information about the festival and this year’s winners, see 
www.cannescorporate.com/en/winners2022.php 
 
About the Cannes Corporate Media & TV Awards 
The competition annually honors the world’s finest corporate films, online media productions, documentaries, and reports in 
one of the world’s most important film centers: in Cannes, France. It is the only festival for corporate films taking place in 
Cannes, the city famously known for feature films and advertising productions. The festival was founded in 2010 by Filmservice 
International. Since then, it has constantly grown, becoming one of the top festivals for corporate films worldwide. 
 
 
Contact: 
Lhasa Miyagawa 
Cannes Corporate Media & TV Awards 
c/o Filmservice International 
Schaumburgergasse 18 
1040 Vienna, Austria 
Tel.: +43 (1) 5055337-17 
Email: miyagawa@cannescorporate.com 
Web: www.cannescorporate.com 
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